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Nanorods with plasmonic properties in the
second biological window (NIR-II)

functionalized with peptides capable of
inhibit and disaggregate β-amyloid

aggregates

One of the hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the aggregation of β-amyloid peptide (Aβ).
Aβ is formed by the action of β-secretase and γ-secretase enzymes on the amyloid precursor
protein and is associated with the formation of toxic oligomers, amyloid fibers, and senile
plaques, which deposit in brain regions related to memory. Therefore, Aβ is considered an
important biomarker for the diagnosis of the disease, and its soluble species such as
oligomers and insoluble forms such as fibers are indicated as responsible for neuronal death
and subsequent cognitive decline in the disease [1-2].
Given the significant role of Aβ aggregation, its disaggregation and inhibition of aggregation to
reduce its toxicity represent a convenient strategy for potential Alzheimer's therapy. In this
context, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) emerge as one of the promising scientific areas for possible
diagnosis and treatment of AD. This is due to their physicochemical properties, low toxicity,
and attractive biological applications [3]. GNPs possess properties such as plasmon
resonance, which causes oscillation of free electrons when interacting with incident
electromagnetic radiation. This property can occur in the visible to the infrared wavelength
range [4]. In the case of gold nanorods (GNRs), this plasmon resonance can be tunable across
these wavelengths simply by modifying their size. This advantage allows them to operate
within the first and second biological windows (NIR-I, 700-950nm or NIR-II, 1000-1200nm).
The NIR-II window is more suitable for biological applications due to its greater tissue
penetration depth, lower autofluorescence background, reduced photon scattering, and higher
maximum permissible exposure compared to NIR-I [5]. However, it is necessary for these
nanoparticles to specifically recognize these toxic aggregates. Therefore, various targeting
molecules that specifically recognize Aβ toxic aggregates have been investigated. These
molecules can be functionalized on the surface of these nanoparticles to guide the
nanosystem towards the targets. Among these targeting molecules are D-type peptides as D1
peptides, which can recognize and bind predominantly to fibrillar aggregates, and D3 peptides,
which recognize and bind to oligomeric aggregates of Aβ [6]. Additionally, these peptides are
capable of disaggregating and inhibiting the formation of these toxic aggregates.
In this study, GNRs with plasmon resonance in the NIR-II range were synthesized and
functionalized with polyethylene glycol to impart biocompatibility. Functionalization with D1



and/or D3 peptides as targeting molecules was performed to create a potential theragnostic
system for Alzheimer's disease, aiming at the inhibition and disaggregation of β-amyloid toxic
aggregates in vitro. The physicochemical characteristics of these systems were characterized
using various techniques, along with the evaluation of peptide functionalization efficiency
based on nanorod concentration.
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